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Abstract
We report on the eristence of multi,-anti,monopole solut'ions of the SU(z) Yang-Mi,lls-
Higgs field theory. These soluti,ons are si,m'il'iarin characterist'ics to the prea'i,ously reported'
mult'imonopole solut'ions of the magnet'ic ansatz ercept for the change 'in s'ign of the multi'-
monopole charges. They are a d,'ifferent ki,nd of BPS soluti,ons, possess i,nfinite energy, and
mi,rror sgmmetries about the z-a,sis.
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory, with the Higgs field in the adjoint repre-
sentation are known to possess both magnetic monopole and multimonopole solutions [1]. In
general, configurations with a unit magnetic charge are spherically symmetric. The 't Hooft-
Polyakov monopole solution is a numerical, spherically symmetric monopole solution of unit
magnetic charge .
Multimonopole configurations with magnetic charges greater than unity possess at most
axial symmetry [2]. Exact monopole and multimonopoles solutions exist in the BPS Iimit [1],
[21. Outside the BPS limit, when the Higgs field potential is non-vanishing only numerical
solutions are known. Asymmetric multimonopole solutions are numerical even in the BPS limit
[3]. Non-BPS monopoles-antimonopoles chain solutions and numerical BPS axially symmetric
vortex rings solutions have also been reported [4].
We have reported on the existence of a different type of BPS static antimonopole-monopole-
antimonopole solution. We have also shown that the extended magnetic ansatz possesses more
multimonopole.antimonopole configurations. These exact solutions satisfy the first order Bogo-
mol'nyi equations and possess infinite energ'y. In general, they possess axial and mirror symme-
try and represent different combinations of monopoles, multimonopole, and antimonopoles [5].
Here we would like to show that the SU(2) YMH field theory also support multi-antimonopole
solutions which are actually the anti-configurations of the monopoles solutions of Ref.[5].
The SU(2) YMH Lagrangian in 3*1 dimensions with vanishing Higgs mass and self inter-
action is
f tuf tx,#ff. p r{rLk chaol &'p)1\19 Itr*,""W
ft"Y*rttiw b,
L : 
-f,r;,r"r" +f,nro"nro", a, b, c:r,2,2; u,u,e:0,7,2,3; (1)
DrQ" : ApQ"+e"btAbrQ", Ft, : orA?, 
- 
a,A|+ e"b" AbrA',, (2)
where DrQ" is the covariant derivative of the Higgs field, Fft, is the gauge field strength and
Afl is the gauge potential. The gauge field coupling constant is scaled away and the metric used
is g p,v : (- + ++). The equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (1) are
Dt'Ffrr:7pFl, + €"b'AbpF;r: eob'QbDrQ', DpDpQ" :0. (3)
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The tensor identified with the electromagnetic field as introduced by t'Hooft [1j is
Fr, : o"trfi, 
- 
e"b'6.oDrebDre' : 0rA, 
- 
\rAp 
- 
e"b"&"ar6bar6", (4)
Ap : O"efl; .0": O"/lOl, lol : t/Q"Q". (5)
The Abelian electric field is Et : Fot, and the Abelian magnetic field is Bi : 
-|eait Fp.
The topological magnetic current which is also the topological current density of the system is
defined to be
, I nul,o. ani-h t ^kr: # €ptupo €abc 6u$a 6o$o oo&',
and the corresponding conserved topological magnetic charge is
I ot" ro: L* f a'on (rr7,rotuoo0i.tba*.0") : + f d,2o,; B;. (T)
The Bogomol'nyi equations, Bi + DiQa : 0, when solved with the * sign corresponds to
monopoles and antimonopoles respectively for the usual BPS solutions. In our case the mul-
timonopole [5] is solved with the "f" sign and the anti-multimonopole is solved with the "-"
sign. The anti-multimonopole ansatz is obtained by modifying the ansatz of Ref.[5],
1 t ^ ^r 1 , ^ r 1 / ^A7 : 
-r,t'tO @tOr + a6lp) + !R@) ("Arr + a?d*) + lcp,il (t?A* - a1ir),
Oo : 01tt|+02A8+A3tt$; dl:sin0 cosS df 
-sin0 sin(6$+cos06[,
ALT : cosd cos 0 6i - cosd sin 6 53- sin0 d$, A6:sind 6i+cosS 6$, (8)
where ar: l{(r), Qz : ln(q, as: +G(0,d), r : ,fi*;, 0: cos-l(rslr), and /:
tan-r(r2f rr). Ttre ansatz will give Ap: Q"Afl: 0. Hence E6 is zero, B; is independent of Afr.
To calculate for the Abelian magnetic field Ba, we write
Q" : Z'r";,..';""1-l I'riI",,
: sin d cos nd Qt * cos d cosn$ Q2 
- 
sinnQ Os : lOl cos a sin B
: sindsinn/ Or * cos 0sinnQ Qz1- cosnd Q3 : lOlcosacosp
: cosd (D1 
- 
sind Q2 : lOlsina. (10)
and the Higgs unit vector is simplified to
6o : cos asin B d"1 + cos acos B 6"2 + sincr 5"3. (11)
The Abelian magnetic field and the magnetic charge at large distances reduce to
I (}sina}B 0sina0B]1^ 1 (}sina)Buz 
r2sinf I aB a0 ad ao J '' ' rsind I a0 0r
, I ( }sina0B Osino 00) ;
-f ;t a' ar,- ao arlan'
0sina 0A) 
^a, aOj'n
. 1b cos0 
-,Rsind _, /srna : ffi, lJ:'Y + Q, 'Y - tan 
^ (
(6)
(e)
O1
'v2
63
e)Ecos-r
G
{ sin? (12)
( 13)M : 
*1,'" [ (ryffi-Wffi)a*o, respectiverv
, and
The gauge fixing condition that we used here is the radiation or Coulomb gauge, 7iAg : g,
A3 : O. The ansatz (8) reduced the Bogomol'nyi equations with the negative sign to just four
first order differential equations,
+rlt 
- 
rh2 :
*Gcot9: (14)
The solutions obtained for the four classes of anti-multimonopole, labeled as anti-A1, anti
E}1, anti-B2, and antiA2 [5] are
G(0,il : _bcscotanbg, ,1,?): @+#!, P: m(m* 1),
b: (m 
- 
1), R : tand 
- 
(rn 
- 
1) cotd; b: (m), R: 
-mcot,0;
b:(rn+1), ft : (m*l)cot?; b:(m+2), R:tan?1_(m*2)cot?, (15)
respectively. The topological parameter m is restricted to a half-integer for G to be a single value
function and it fixes the magnetic charges of the solutions. The monopoles and antimonopoles
are associated with the number of zeros of O" enclosed by the sphere at infinity. The Higgs
field vanishes as 1/r at large r. However, the magnetic charges depends only on the unit vector
of the Higgs field, iD". The anti-multimonopole is located at the origin of the coordinate axes
where the Higgs field is singular. The magnetic fields of the anti-A2, m : 0 and anti-B2, rn : I
configurations are shown in Fig.(1) and Fig.(2) respectively. A point plot of the net magnetic
charges M at large r versus the magnetic charges Ms at r : 0 for all the solutions discussed
are as shown in Fig.(3).
These new anti-multimonopoles solutions are similar in characteristics to the multimonoples
solutions of Ref. [5] with all the magnetic charge of the poles and hence the direction of the
magnetic field, Bt, reversed. The detail study of the magnetic charges and magnetic fields
of the A1, 81, 82, and A.2 configurations had been done in Ref.[s]. Hence to every possible
multimonopole configurations of the ansatz of Ref.[5] there always exist an anti-version of these
configurations.
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Figure 1: The magnetic field of the anti-A2, m:0 solution showing the 3-antimonopole at r : 0.
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Figure 2: The magnetic
monopoles.
field of the anti-B2, m:1 finitely separated anti-
Figure 3: A point plot of the net magnetic charges M at large r versus the magnetic charges
Ms at r : 0 for all the existing monopole solutions of the magnetic ansatz.
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